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ABSTRACT

Analysis of B decays and QCD phenomena at the SLD experiment

at the SLC e+e� collider is presented. The results are based on a

sample of 150,000 hadronic Z0 decays collected between 1993 and 1995

together with 250,000 hadronic Z0 decays collected from 1996 to 1998

with an upgraded vertex detector. The large longitudinal polarization

of the SLC e� beam (average hPei � 73%) was utilized by some of the

measurements. The precise CCD pixel vertex detector allows e�cient

and pure identi�cation of the B decay tracks.

The topics in QCD covered here include hadron production and

correlations, the avour independence of �s, the structure of bbg events

and the measurement of theB hadron energy. The B physics presented

consists of measurements of the B+ and B0 lifetimes, a search for

charmless and measurement of double-charm B decays, and B0
s{B

0
s

mixing analyses. The excluded values of the oscillation frequency �ms

will be discussed. The results presented are preliminary.
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1 Introduction

Electrons and positrons from the two-mile long Stanford Linear Accelerator are

brought into head-on collision by the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) at a centre-

of-mass energy of 91.2 GeV. The SLC Large Detector (SLD) collects data from

the Z0 decays produced in such collisions. About 70% of the Z0s decay into quark

(u; d; s; c or b avour) anti-quark pairs which in turn hadronise into �nal state jets

of particles, hence the opportunity to perform tests of QCD. During the 1996-1998

run time around 400,000 hadronic Z0 decays have been recorded.

While the Z0 boson has been studied in detail by each of the four LEP ex-

periments at CERN (each has recorded around 4,000,000 Z0 events), the unique

features of the SLC and SLD allow for complementary analysis. The high longitu-

dinal polarization of the SLC e� beam allows the selection of quark or anti-quark

jets. In addition, the powerful vertex reconstruction capability of the SLD 3D

CCD pixel vertex detector,1 upgraded before the 1996 run, provides a unique

opportunity to tag and study B decays.

1.1 B{Tagging

The excellent vertexing capabilities at SLD are exploited in the reconstruction of

B decays in Z0 ! b b events. The analysis begins with the selection of hadronic

Z0 events. A detailed description of the experimental procedure can be found

elsewhere.2 Topological vertex reconstruction is applied separately to the tracks

in each hemisphere (de�ned with respect to the event thrust axis) as described in

detail in ref.3 The vertices are reconstructed in 3D co-ordinate space by de�ning

a vertex function V (r) at each position r in terms of the track parameters such

that it is large in regions of high track multiplicity. Maxima are found in V (r) and

clustered into resolved spatial regions. Tracks are associated with these regions

to form a set of topological vertices. The e�ciency for reconstructing at least one

secondary vertex in a b hemisphere is � 50% (� 67%) for VXD2 (VXD3 - the

upgraded vertex detector).

The mass M of the reconstructed vertex is calculated by assuming each track

has the mass of a pion. The minimum transverse momentum PT of the vertex

tracks relative to the vertex axis (which is varied within the 1� limits constraining

the axis at the measured interaction point (IP) and reconstructed seed vertex) is

calculated in order to determine the PT corrected mass:



MPT =
q
M2 + P 2

T + jPT j: (1)

This quantity is the minimum mass the decaying hadron could have in order

to produce a vertex with the quantities M and PT . The tag is applied to each

event hemisphere, with the resulting MPT distribution for Monte Carlo and data

events as shown in �gure 1.  
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Fig. 1. The PT corrected mass, MPT , for b (clear histogram) c (light shaded) and

uds (dark shaded) Monte Carlo and data (points) events.

RequiringMPT > 2 GeV/c2 (above the charm hadron mass) selects a sample of

B hadrons with a purity of � 98% and and e�ciency of � 50% using VXD3.4 This

topological vertex reconstruction is used in most of the B physics measurements

as well as in some of the QCD analyses.

2 QCD

2.1 Hadron Production and Correlations5

The analysis in this section is based on the 1993-95 SLD data sample. The selec-

tion of tracks and hadronic events is described in ref.5 Samples of events enriched

in light and b primary avors were selected with a more primitive avour tagging



technique based on signed impact parameters � of charged tracks with respect to

the IP in the plane transverse to the beam. For each event we de�ne nsig to be

the number of tracks passing a set of impact-parameter quality cuts that have

impact parameter greater than three times its estimated error, � > 3��. Events

with nsig = 0 were assigned to the light-tagged sample and those with nsig � 3

were assigned to the b-tagged sample. The remaining events were classi�ed as a

c-tagged sample. The light-, c- and b-tagged samples comprised 60.4%, 24.5% and

15.2% of the selected hadronic events, respectively.

Separate samples of hemispheres enriched in light-quark and light-antiquark

jets were selected from the light-tagged event sample by exploiting the large elec-

troweak forward-backward production asymmetry with respect to the beam direc-

tion. The event thrust axis was used to approximate the initial q�q axis and was

signed such that its z-component was along the electron beam direction, t̂z > 0.

Events in the central region of the detector, where the production asymmetry is

small, were removed by the requirement jt̂zj > 0:2, leaving 74% of the light-tagged

events. The quark-tagged hemisphere in events with left- (right-)handed electron

beam polarization was de�ned to comprise the set of tracks with positive (nega-

tive) momentum projection along the signed thrust axis. The remaining tracks

in each event were de�ned to be in the antiquark-tagged hemisphere. For the

selected event sample, the average magnitude of the polarization was 0.73. Using

this value and assuming Standard Model couplings, a tree-level calculation gives

a quark (antiquark) purity of 0.73 in the quark-(antiquark-)tagged sample.

2.1.1 Total Production Cross Sections

In this section we discuss details of the analysis for three categories of identi�ed

hadrons: charged tracks identi�ed as ��, K� or p/�p in the SLD Cerenkov Ring

Imaging Detector (CRID), see �gure 2; K0
s and �0=��0 reconstructed in their

charged decay modes and tagged by their long ight distance; and K�0= �K�0 and

� reconstructed in charged decay modes including one and two identi�ed K�,

respectively.

We have integrated our di�erential cross sections over their respective mea-

surement ranges, �gure 3, taking into account the bin-to-bin correlations in the

systematic errors. In order to quote total cross sections, we must extrapolate into

the unmeasured regions of xp, and we have done this using three MC models. From
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Fig. 2. Charged particle identi�cation with the CRID.

the hadrons of each species generated using each of these models, we calculated

the fraction that were generated with xp in the range of our measurement. For

each hadron species the three fractions were found to be similar, with the UCLA

(HERWIG) fraction being typically 1% larger (1{2% smaller) than the JETSET

fraction.

We applied the same procedure to our measurements for the three avor cat-

egories. The three simulations were found to give similar avor dependences,

with the accepted fraction in b (c) events typically 0.02 (0.01) larger than that in

light-avor events.

2.1.2 Leading Particle E�ects

We extended these studies to look for di�erences between particle and antiparticle

production in light quark (as opposed to antiquark) jets, in order to address the

question of whether e.g. a primary u-initiated jet contains more hadrons that

contain a valence u-quark (e.g. �+, K+, p, �0) than hadrons that do not (e.g.

��, K�, �p, ��0). To this end we used the light quark- and antiquark-tagged

hemispheres described in section 2.1.
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We measured the di�erential cross sections per light quark jet

R
q
h =

1

2Nevts

d

dxp

h
N(q ! h) +N(�q ! �h)

i
; (2)

Rq
�h

=
1

2Nevts

d

dxp

h
N(q ! �h) +N(�q ! h)

i
; (3)

where: q and �q represent light-avor quark and antiquark jets respectively; Nevts is

the total number of events in the sample; h represents any of the identi�ed hadron

species ��, K�, K
�0
, p, or �0, and �h indicates the corresponding antihadron.

Then, for example, N(q ! h) is the number of hadrons of species h in light quark

jets. This formulation assumes CP symmetry, i.e. N(q ! h) = N(�q ! �h), which

was found to be satis�ed in the data in all cases.

The charged hadron fractions analysis was repeated on the sample of posi-

tively charged tracks in the quark-tagged jets and negatively charged tracks in

the antiquark-tagged jets, yielding measured values of Rq

�+, R
q

K+, and Rq
p in the

tagged samples. The same procedure applied to the remaining tracks yielded

R
q

��, R
q

K�, and R
q
�p. The K

�0= �K�0 and �0=��0 analyses were applied similarly to

the quark- and antiquark-tagged jets to yield Rq

K
�0 , R

q

K�0, R
q
� and Rq

��
.

It is convenient to show the results in the form of the di�erence between hadron

h and antihadron �h production normalized by the sum:

Dh =
Rq
h � Rq

h

R
q
h +R

q

h

: (4)

A value of zero corresponds to equal production of hadron and antihadron, whereas

a value of +({)1 corresponds to complete dominance of (anti)particle production.

As shown in �gure 4 in each case the di�erence is consistent with zero at low

xp. For charged pions it is also consistent with zero at high xp, but for the other

hadrons there are signi�cant positive di�erences that appear to increase with

increasing xp.

The results for the baryons (�gure 4a,b) a�ord the most straightforward inter-

pretation. Since baryons contain valence quarks and not antiquarks, the observed

excess of both protons and �0s over their respective antibaryons for xp > 0:2 is

clear evidence for the production of leading baryons. The data suggest that the

e�ect increases with xp, however more data are needed to study the xp dependence

in detail. For xp < 0:2 the data are consistent with equal production of baryons

and antibaryons, however the contribution from fragmentation is very high in this
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Fig. 4. Observation of leading particle e�ect.



region and we cannot exclude that leading baryons are also produced at low xp.

Di�erences are also observed for both pseudoscalar and vector K-mesons, which

indicate not only leading production of these two hadron species but also that

leading strange mesons are produced more often from initial s quarks than from

initial u or d quarks.

2.1.3 Hadron Correlations

We present a study of correlations in rapidity between pairs of identi�ed pions,

kaons and protons in hadronic Z0 decays into light avors. We observe excesses

of opposite-charge over same-charge pairs for all pair types at low values of the

absolute rapidity di�erence, j y1 � y2 j in �gure 5, indicating that there is a high

degree of local conservation of baryon number, strangeness and electric charge in

the fragmentation process.
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and baryon number.

The range of these short-range correlations is found to be independent of mo-

mentum but to depend on the types of hadrons forming the pair. The predictions



of the JETSET fragmentation model are found to provide a qualitative description

of the data, although they fail to describe the shapes of some of the correlations in

detail. We observe a large excess of K+K� pairs over same-charge kaon pairs at

large values of the absolute rapidity di�erence, and the e�ect is larger for higher

momenta, as expected from leading kaon production in s�s events. Considering

only tracks with momentum greater than 9 GeV/c, we observe signi�cant long-

range correlations between opposite-charge ��, �K and Kp pairs, as well as KK

pairs. The simulation provides a good description of the data in general, but pre-

dicts smaller long-range �K and Kp correlations than are observed, and predicts

a small long-range �p correlation that is not observed.

The SLC electron beam polarization is used to tag the quark hemisphere in

each event, allowing the �rst study of rapidities signed such that positive rapidity

is along the quark rather than antiquark direction. Distributions of signed rapidi-

ties and of ordered di�erences between signed rapidities provide new insights into

leading particle production and several new tests of fragmentation models.

We have studied distributions of rapidity signed so that positive rapidity corre-

sponds to the quark (rather than antiquark) direction. Di�erences between signed

rapidity distributions for positive and negative hadrons of all three types are ob-

served, giving further evidence for leading production of charged pions kaons and

protons. The distribution of the di�erence between the signed rapidities of p and

�p shows a large asymmetry at small values of the absolute rapidity di�erence indi-

cating the ordering of baryons along the event axis. Ordered rapidity di�erences

were also studied for other pair types, providing additional tests of fragmentation

models.

2.2 Flavour Independence of �s

6

In this section we present a comparison of the strong coupling of the gluon to light

(ql = u+d+s), c, and b quarks, determined from multijet rates in avor-tagged

samples of hadronic Z0 decays recorded at SLD between 1993 and 1995. Flavor

separation among primary qlql, c�c, and b�b �nal states was made on the basis of

the topological vertex reconstruction described in section 1.1.

For the study of avor-independence the jet structure of events was recon-

structed in turn using six iterative clustering algorithms. We used the `E', `E0',

`P', and `P0' variations of the JADE algorithm, as well as the `Durham' (`D') and



`Geneva' (`G') algorithms.7 In each case events were divided into two categories:

those containing (i) two jets, and (ii) three or more jets. The fraction of the event

sample in category (ii) was de�ned as the 3-jet rate R3. This quantity is infrared-

and collinear-safe and has been calculated to O(�2
s) in perturbative QCD.7,8 For

each algorithm we repeated the subsequent analysis successively across a range of

values of the normalised jet-jet invariant-mass parameter yc, 0:005 � yc � 0:12.

In the �nal stage an `optimal' yc value was chosen for each algorithm so as to

minimise the overall error on the analysis.

Each of the six jet-�nding algorithms was applied to each tagged-event sub-

sample j, (j = 1; 2; 3 for the uds; c; b subsamples) For each algorithm the 3-jet

rate in each subsample was calculated. For the test of the avor-independence

of strong interactions it is convenient to consider the ratios (in which many sys-

tematic errors should cancel) of the 3-jet rates in heavy- and light-quark events,

namely Rc
3=R

uds
3 and Rb

3=R
uds
3 . These were derived from the unfolded Ruds

3 , Rc
3

and Rb
3 values.

The test of the avor-independence of strong interactions can be expressed

in terms of the ratios �is=�
uds
s (i = c or b). Recalling that with our de�nition

R3 is the rate of production of 3 or more jets, �is=�
uds
s can be derived from the

respective measured ratio Ri
3=R

uds
3 using the next-to-leading-order perturbative

QCD calculation:

Ri
3

Ruds
3

=
Ai �is +Bi(�is)

2 + O((�is)
3)

Auds �udss +Buds(�udss )2 + O((�udss )3)
(5)

where the coe�cients A and B represent, respectively, the leading-order (LO) per-

turbative QCD coe�cient for the 3-jet rate and the next-to-leading-order (NLO)

coe�cient for this rate.

For illustration, the measured ratios Rc
3=R

uds
3 and Rb

3=R
uds
3 , are shown in �g-

ure 6(a). Rb
3=R

uds
3 lies above unity for the E, E0, P and P0 algorithms, and

below unity for the D and G algorithms; note that all six data points are highly

correlated with each other, so that the di�erences between algorithms are more

signi�cant than naively implied by the statistical errors displayed. For compari-

son, the corresponding QCD calculations of Rb
3=R

uds
3 are also shown by the arrows

in �gure 6(a), under the assumption of a avor-independent strong coupling with

an input value of �s(M
2
Z) = 0:118, for mb(MZ0) = 3:0� 0:5 GeV/c2. Under this

assumption the calculations are in good agreement with the data, and the data

clearly demonstrate the e�ects of the non-zero b-quark mass, which are larger than
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the statistical error. For the translation from Rb
3=R

uds
3 to �bs=�

uds
s we used a value

of the running b-quark mass mb(MZ0) = 3:0 GeV=c2.

The �cs=�
uds
s and �bs=�

uds
s ratios are summarised in �gure 6b. It can be seen

that the ratios determined using the di�erent jet algorithms are in good agreement

with one another.

We obtained:

�cs=�
uds
s = 1:036� 0:043(stat:)+0:041

�0:045(syst:)
+0:020
�0:018(theory)

�bs=�
uds
s = 1:004� 0:018(stat:)+0:026

�0:031(syst:)
+0:018
�0:029(theory):

The theoretical uncertainties are only slightly smaller than the respective ex-

perimental systematic errors, and comprise roughly equal contributions from the

hadronisation and translation uncertainties, as well as from the r.m.s. deviation

over the six jet algorithms. We �nd that the strong coupling is independent of



quark avor within our sensitivity. Alternatively, under the assumption of the

avour independence of �s, we derive mb(MZ0) = 3:23+1:02
�1:81 GeV=c

2.

2.3 Structure of bbg Events9

The observation of e+e� annihilation into �nal states containing three hadronic

jets, and their interpretation in terms of the process e+e� ! qqg, provided the

�rst direct evidence for the existence of the gluon, the gauge boson of the theory

of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Following these initial

observations, studies of the partition of energy among the three jets were per-

formed at the DESY e+e� collider PETRA and SLAC e+e� storage ring PEP.

Comparison of the data with leading-order QCD predictions, and with a model in-

corporating the radiation of spin-0 (scalar) gluons, provided qualitative evidence

for the spin-1 (vector) nature of the gluon, which is a fundamental element of

QCD.

In these studies the gluon jet was not explicitly tagged. Instead the jets were

energy ordered and the lowest-energy jet was assumed typically to be the gluon

jet. If the gluon jet could be tagged event-by-event more detailed studies of the

structure of QCD could be performed. This is now possible at SLD using three-jet

bbg events.

The chromomagnetic moment of the bottom quark is induced at the one-

loop level in QCD and is of the order �s/�. One can also write down an ad

hoc Lagrangian10 with a bbg coupling modi�ed via anomalous chromoelectric and

chromomagnetic moments:

Lbbg = gsbTaf� +
i���k

�

2mb

(�� i~�5)gbG�
a (6)

where gs is the strong charge, Ta are the SU(3)c generators,mb is the bottom quark

mass, k is the outgoing gluon momentum, and � and ~� parameterize the anoma-

lous chromomagnetic and chromoelectric moments, respectively, which might arise

from physics beyond the Standard Model. The e�ect of the former on three-jet

observables has been calculated recently.10 The latter is CP-violating, and in this

analysis we have not attempted to discriminate between the b and b jets and are

hence insensitive to non-zero values of ~�. Non-zero values of � would modify the

gluon energy distribution in bbg events.



Charged tracks with large transverse impact parameters were used to tag b�b

events. Events with N evt
sig � 4 were selected as b�b events. This gave a b�b sample

with an estimated purity of 94.7%. Events were retained in which two jets were

tagged as b or b by requiring them to have a number of signi�cant tracks per jet

N
jet
sig � 2. The remaining jet in each event was tagged as the gluon.
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Fig. 7. Gluon energy spectrum. The Parton Shower (PS) MC agrees best with

the data (e.g. around z = 0:3).

We studied the distribution of scaled gluon energy z = 2Egluon=
p
s. As the

absolute value of � is increased the gluon energy spectrum gets harder, producing

an excess of gluon jets with high scaled energy. A di�culty arises in that the O(�s)

QCD calculation does not describe the data as well as the PS calculation, see

�gure 7, so that the higher-order QCD e�ects included in the PS prediction could

be mimicked in the extended O(�s) calculation by an arti�cially large anomalous

moment �.

A �2 minimisation �t was performed to the PS z distribution corrected with

� as the only free parameter. We �nd:

� = �0:030+0:061
�0:062(stat:) (7)

We set 95% con�dence-level upper limits of �0:15 < � < 0:09.



2.4 B Hadron Energy Measurement11

The production of heavy hadrons (H) in e+e� annihilation provides a laboratory

for the study of heavy-quark (Q) jet fragmentation. This is commonly charac-

terised in terms of the observable xEH � 2EH=
p
s, where EH is the energy of a B

or D hadron containing a b or c quark, respectively, and
p
s is the c.m. energy.

In contrast to light-quark jet fragmentation one expects12 the distribution of xEH ,

D(xEH ), to peak at an xEH -value signi�cantly above 0. Since the hadronisation

process is intrinsically non-perturbative D(xEH ) cannot be calculated directly us-

ing perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). However, the distribution of

the closely-related variable xEQ � 2EQ=
p
s can be calculated perturbatively and

related, via model-dependent assumptions, to the observable quantity D(xEH );

a number of such models of heavy quark fragmentation have been proposed.13

Measurements of D(xEH ) thus serve to constrain both perturbative QCD and the

model predictions.

Here we describe the results of a new method for reconstructing the B-energy,

inclusively, using only charged tracks from B decay vertices. An upper limit on

the mass of the missing particles is found for each reconstructed B-decay vertex:

M2
0max =M2

B � 2MB

q
M2

ch + P 2
t +M2

ch: (8)

whereMch and Pt is the measured invariant mass and transverse momentum of

the vertex tracks andMB is the known B hadron mass. The true missing massM0

is hence bounded, 0 � M2
0 � M2

0max, and the total B energy is well constrained

when M0max is small. In order to obtain an approximately xB-independent selec-

tion e�ciency we chose the ad hoc upper cut:

M2
0max <

�
1:1 + 6

Ebeam � Erec
B

1000
+ 3:5e

�(Erec
B

�5:5)

3:5

�2

where the two terms that depend on the reconstructed energy Erec
B increase the

e�ciency at lower B hadron energy. The overall e�ciency for selecting B hadrons

is 3.95% and the estimated B hadron purity is 99.5%.

We examined the B-energy resolution of this technique. The normalized dif-

ference between the true and reconstructed B hadron energies, (xrecB �xtrueB )=xtrueB ,

for Monte Carlo events, was �tted by a double Gaussian, resulting in a core width

of 10.4% and a tail width of 23.6%, with a core fraction of 83%.
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A total of 1938 vertices in the data for 1996-97 satisfy all selection cuts. Fig-

ure 8 shows the distribution of the reconstructed scaled B hadron energy for data,

Ddata(xrecB ), and for the Monte Carlo simulation, DMC(xrecB ). The distribution

Ddata(xrecB ) was compared with various perturbative QCD, phenomenological and

ad hoc model predictions. Each model was treated as an analytic functional form

of D(xrecB ). It is conventional to evaluate the mean of this distribution, < xB >.

For the three functions providing the best description of the data we took the

average of the evaluated values of < xB > as the central result, and de�ned the

unfolding uncertainty to be the r.m.s. deviation. Other systematic errors have

not yet been included. We obtained:

< xB >= 0:719� 0:005(stat:)� 0:001(unfolding)

which is consistent with previous measurements. It was found that < xB > is rela-

tively insensitive to the variety of allowed forms of the shape of the fragmentation

function D(xB).



3 B Physics

3.1 B+ and B0 Lifetimes14

The spectator model predicts that the lifetime of a heavy hadron depends upon the

properties of the constituent weakly decaying heavy quark Q and is independent of

the remaining, or spectator, quarks in the hadron. This model fails for the charm

hadron system for which the lifetime hierarchy �D+ � 2�D+
s
� 2:5�D0 � 5��+

c
is

observed. Since corrections to the spectator model are predicted to scale with

1=m2
Q the B meson lifetimes are expected to di�er by less than 10%.15 Hence a

measurement of the B+ and B0 lifetimes provides a test of this prediction. In

addition, the speci�c B meson lifetimes are needed to determine the element Vcb

of the CKM matrix.

The analysis is performed using topologically reconstructed B decays in the

1993-98 data. The distance from the IP to the B decay location is the recon-

structed decay length. Since the purity of the B charge reconstruction is lower

for decays close to the IP, where tracks are more likely to be wrongly assigned,

decay lengths are required to be > 1 mm. To avoid using the vertices of tracks

originating from interactions with the detector material, the radial decay length

is required to be < 24 mm for VXD2 (< 22 mm for VXD3), i.e. more than 1 mm

inside the SLC beampipe.

Fig. 9. Reconstructed vertex charge for data (points) and Monte Carlo (histogram)

for (a) 1993-5 and (b) 1996.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the reconstructed charge between data and



Monte Carlo for (a) VXD2 and (b) VXD3 (1996 only). At this stage the charged

sample consists of 30028 vertices with vertex charge equal to � 1,2 or 3, while the

neutral sample consists of 19636 vertices with charge equal to 0 for the 1993-98

data. Monte Carlo studies indicate that for VXD3 the charged sample is 97.6%

pure in B hadrons consisting of 55.1% B+, 32.0% B0, 8.6% B0
s , and 4.3% B

baryons. Similarly, the neutral sample is 98.2% pure in B hadrons consisting of

24.1% B+, 54.1% B0, 15.0% B0
s and 6.8% B baryons. The statistical precision

of the measurement depends on the separation between the B+ and B0 in these

samples.

The charge purity is a function of MPT and events are weighted accordingly.

The initial state b=b tag (see section 3.5) is also used to enhance the charged

sample purity by giving a higher (lower) weight to the B+ hypothesis if the vertex

charge agrees (disagrees) with the b=b tag.

Fig. 10. Decay length distributions for 1997-8 data (points) and best �t Monte

Carlo (histogram).

The B+ and B0 lifetimes are extracted from the decay length distributions of

the B vertices in the charged and neutral samples using a binned �2 �t. These

distributions are �tted simultaneously to determine the B+ and B0 lifetimes.

Figure 10 shows the reconstructed decay length for data and best �t MC for the

1997-8 data and the charged and neutral samples.

The systematics are determined separately for the 1993-5, 1996 and 1997-8

measurements and then combined taking into account correlated uncertainties.

The combined 1993-8 measurements yield the following result:



�B+ = 1:686� 0:025(stat)� 0:042(syst) ps;

�B0 = 1:589� 0:026(stat)� 0:055(syst) ps;
�B+

�B0

= 1:061�0:031
0:029 (stat)� 0:027(syst):

These results are consistent with the expectation that the B+ lifetime is up

to 10% greater than that of the B0 and have the best statistical accuracy of the

current measurements.

3.2 Search for Charmless B Decays

Four exclusive charmless hadronic channels listed in the �rst column of table 1

have been studied. The decays involve either �0 ! �+�� or K?0 ! K+��

producing a 3-prong �nal state. Hence the initial selection requires a 3-prong

vertex (reconstructed from all track combinations) with a total charge of �1. A
Fischer discriminant function is constructed from eight kinematic variables, each

parametrized for signal and background. The variables used include vertex mass

and energy, �0 or K?0 mass, and the centre-of-mass helicity angle. The resulting

Fischer discriminant distribution for signal and background is shown in �gure 11.

Theory CLEO DELPHI ALEPH SLD SLD �

B+ ! �0�+ 0.4 { 1.4 5.8 16 3.2 8.2 0.50

B+ ! �0K+ 0.01 { 0.06 1.4 12 9.2 0.45

B+ ! K?0�+ 0.6 { 0.9 3.9 39 7.9 0.52

B+ ! K?0K+ 9.0 0.46

Table 1. Theoretical prediction and experimental 90% C.L. upper limits

(BR�10�5). SLD signal e�ciency, �, is shown in last column.

The cut in the Fischer discriminant is chosen such as to minimize the expected

upper limit using Monte Carlo. The ability to compete with other experiments

is due to the high vertexing e�ciency at SLD. The signal e�ciencies are around

50% as listed to the right in table 1. No candidate signal events are seen in the

1993-98 SLD data (583,867 hadronic Z0 decays) from which the SLD limits shown

in the table are derived.
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Fig. 11. Fischer discriminant based on eight kinematic variables.

3.3 Search for b! sg 16

The low measured B semileptonic decay branching ratio (BR) and charm produc-

tion de�cit in B decays compared to theoretical expectations has been a persistent

puzzle in B physics. This has left room for B decays from possible mechanisms

beyond the Standard Model with BR as large as 10%. In the Standard Model,

avor changing neutral current decays of the type b!s g(�) (including b ! sg

and b! sqq) have a total branching ratio of � 1%.17 One hypothesized scenario

is that the b ! sg decay is enhanced to a BR of 10% by new physics.18 Such

a scenario is consistent with all existing experimental constraints, including the

measured BR(b! s), and would nicely explain the above puzzles.

The signal for b ! sg is a high momentum kaon from the B decay. In ex-

periments where the B's have signi�cant boost, such as SLD at the Z0 pole, it

is rather di�cult to derive the momentum of B decay kaon in the B rest frame

due to the uncertainty in the B boost. We circumvent this di�culty by using the

kaon momentum transverse to the B ight direction (pt). A key factor making

this analysis viable at SLD is the excellent particle identi�cation capability of

the SLD Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector to allow e�cient use of K� production.

The analysis is performed using the 300,000 Z0 decays collected during 1993-1997.

For the evaluation of analysis sensitivity to the b ! sg process, we used the



jetset inspired model19 with a speci�c set of parameter choices as a bench mark

test. Figure 12 shows the projected pt spectrum for K� produced in standard

b ! c decays and in b ! sg decays for BR(b ! sg) = 10% and 15% from

this model. For pt > 1:8, the ratio of b ! sg to b ! c approaches unity for

BR(b ! sg) � 10% so that a b ! sg signal should appear as a clear excess in

this region.
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Fig. 12. K� pt spectra (GeV/c) for standard b ! c (heavy line) and for b ! sg

with BR=10% (light line) and BR=15% (medium line). The �rst plot shows the

whole spectrum and the second shows the high-pt region.

Charm lifetimes are long enough that tracks arising from their cascade decays

will often be inconsistent with the B-decay vertex. In contrast, all tracks asso-

ciated with a b ! sg decay should �t to a single vertex. The data is therefore

split into two samples: \1-Vertex" where all tracks identi�ed as coming from the

B decay cascade �t to a single vertex, and \2-Vertex" where they do not; b! sg

events should show up primarily in the 1-Vertex sample.

K�,pt > 1:8 1 vertex All

# events # events

Data 37.0 93.0

b! c MC 29.0 78.2

Di�erence 8.0 � 6.1 14.8 � 9.6

BR(b! sg)=10% 24.0 33.3

Table 2. Comparison of number of high pt K
� expected and observed in the 1-

and 2-vertex samples.

Figure 13 shows the pt spectra for identi�ed K� in the 1- and 2-vertex sam-

ples. The Monte Carlo was normalized to the data by the number of tagged



b-hemispheres. Table 2 gives the total number of K� with pt > 1:8 Gev in both

samples. Small excesses are seen in both the 1- and 2-vertex samples indicating

that no signi�cant signal for b! sg is observed.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of data to Monte Carlo pt spectrum of identi�ed K� in the 1-

and 2- vertex samples. The solid line shows the Monte Carlo predicted spectrum

of standard b ! c decays. The dashed line shows the predicted spectrum for

BR(b! sg)=10%.

The observation of data excess of pt > 1:8 GeV/c K� in the 1-vertex sample

yields a result of 8:0� 6:1� 5:9 events over an expected background of 29 events.

This corresponds to a K� identi�cation e�ciency corrected high pt production

excess of (5:0 � 3:8 � 3:6) � 10�4 per B decay. This corresponds to a statistical

precision of �2:5% on b ! sg branching ratio for a particular set of choices of

b! sg model parameters.

We have demonstrated that this measurement technique already has inter-

esting statistical precision to test the hypothesis of largely enhanced b ! sg

branching ratio at 10% level, even with a rather small input data sample. Data



taken in 1998 will be added in the near future which will approximately double

the data statistics.

3.4 Double-Charm B Decays

The excellent vertex resolution at SLD also allows a measurement of the process

B ! DDX resulting from the quark transition b ! ccs. The tracks from the

topologically reconstructed B decays are required to have a 1-vertex �t probability

of < 5% and are separated into a secondary and tertiary vertex. The task is then

to estimate whether these two vertices are the B and D vertices of a B ! 1-

charm decay or the D and D vertices of a B ! 2-charm decay. Two techniques

are employed. The �rst counts the number of identi�ed kaons in each vertex. For

B ! DDX decays a greater proportion of events will have a kaon in the secondary

(D decay) vertex compared with B ! 1-charm decays (where the secondary is the

B decay). By comparison with Monte Carlo the fraction of double charm decays

in the data fDD is extracted, see table 3.

CLEO DELPHI ALEPH SLD Kaon SLD D charge

fDD 18 � 4 17 � 4 25 � 4 � 4 18.8 � 2.5 � 5.9 19.5 � 4.5

Table 3. Measurements of the double charm branching fraction B ! DDX (%).

The second technique utilizes the beam polarization and the jet charge to tag

the b=b avour of the B. The correlation between this tag and the charge of the

tertiary vertex is again sensitive to fDD. This second measurement gives a result

consist with the kaon analysis as can be seen in table 3. Current work is aimed

at combining these techniques and reducing the systematic error.

3.5 Bs Mixing20

Transitions between B0 and B0 mesons take place via second order weak interac-

tions. In the Standard Model, a measurement of the oscillation frequency �md

for B0
d{B

0
d mixing determines, in principle, the value of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa matrix element jVtdj, which is parameterized in terms of the Wolfenstein

parameters � and (the CP-violating phase) �, both of which are currently poorly



constrained. However, theoretical uncertainties in calculating hadronic matrix el-

ements are large (� 25%21) and thus limit the current usefulness of precise �md

measurements. These uncertainties are signi�cantly reduced (� 6{10%) for the

ratio between �md and �ms. Thus, combining measurements of the oscillation

frequency of both B0
d{B

0
d and B

0
s{B

0
s mixing translates into a measurement of the

ratio jVtdj=jVtsj and provides a stronger constraint on the parameters � and �.

Experimentally, a measurement of the time dependence of B0{B0 mixing re-

quires three ingredients: (i) the B decay proper time has to be reconstructed, (ii)

the B avor at production (initial state t = 0) needs to be determined, as well

as (iii) the B avor at decay (�nal state t = tdecay). At SLD two methods using

the same initial state avor tag but using di�erent techniques to reconstruct the

B decay and tag its �nal state avor have been studied. The data consists of

250,000 hadronic Z0 decays collected with the upgrade vertex detector (VXD3)

during 1996-98.

The probability that a meson created as a B0
s (B0

s) will decay as a B0
s (B0

s)

after proper time t can be written as

Pm(t) =
�

2
e��t [1� cos(�ms t)] : (9)

where �ms is the mass di�erence between the mass eigenstates, � is the average

decay width of the two states and Pm denotes the probability to `mix'. The e�ects

of CP violation are assumed to be small and are neglected.

The probability for a decay to be tagged as the mixed is expressed taking

into account the fraction of each b-hadron type (B+, B0
d, B

0
s , and b-baryon),

as well as their lifetimes and mistag probabilities, and udsc background (this

gives Pm(t;�ms)). Detector and vertex selection e�ects are then introduced by

convoluting the above probability functions with a proper time resolution function

R(T; t) and a time-dependent e�ciency function "(t):

Pm(T;�ms) =
Z
1

0
Pm(t;�ms) R(T; t) "(t) dt ; (10)

where t is the \true" time and T is the reconstructed time. Again, a similar

expression applies to the unmixed probability Pu. The resolution function is

parameterized by the sum of two Gaussians with the core fraction set to 60%.

The proper time resolution is a function of proper time and also depends on the

measured boost � = pB=mB, its resolution �� and on the estimate of the decay

length resolution �L.



A tag of the initial state avor is provided by the the large polarized forward-

backward asymmetry for Z0 ! b b decays:

~AFB = 2Ab

Ae � Pe

1� AePe

cos �T

1 + cos2 �T
; (11)

where Ab = 0:94 and Ae = 0:150 (Standard Model values), Pe is the electron beam

longitudinal polarization, and �T is the angle between the thrust axis and the

electron beam direction (the thrust axis is signed such that it points in the same

hemisphere as the reconstructed vertex). Thus, left- (right-) polarized electrons

tag b (�b) quarks in the forward hemisphere, and �b (b) quarks in the backward

hemisphere.

The tag is enhanced by the addition of other avor-sensitive quantities de-

rived from tracks in the opposite hemisphere, utilizing: a jet charge technique,

the total track charge and charge dipole (see below) of the opposite hemisphere

vertex (if found) and the charge of identi�ed kaons or leptons in the opposite

hemisphere. The various tags are combined to form an overall initial state tag

b-quark probability. The average correct tag probability is 0.80 with full e�ciency.

3.5.1 Lepton+D Analysis

The lepton+\D" analysis aims at reconstructing the B and D vertex topologies of

semileptonic B decays. It proceeds by �rst selecting event hemispheres containing

an identi�ed lepton (e or �) with j cos �j < 0:7. Then, a D vertex candidate is re-

constructed using a similar topological technique as that described earlier. Several

cuts are added to clean up the D vertex candidate and reduce the contamination

from cascade (b ! c ! l) charm semileptonic decays. The �nal state B0 or B0

avor is tagged by the sign of the lepton charge.

The B decay vertex is reconstructed by intersecting the lepton and D tra-

jectories. To enhance the fraction of B0
s decays, the sum of lepton + D vertex

track charges is required to be Q = 0. This enhances the B0
s fraction to 15.3% of

selected b hadrons in the Z0 ! bb MC (the B0
s production fraction in the Z

0 ! bb

MC is 11.5%). A sample of 1492 decays is thus obtained in the 1996-98 data.

Reconstruction of the b-hadron boost uses both tracking and calorimeter in-

formation. The overall performance of the decay length and boost measurements

for B0
s decays proceeding via the direct (b! l) transition is shown in �gure 14.
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Fig. 14. Distributions of the decay length and relative boost residuals for B0
s

(b! l) decays in the simulation.

For each decay, the resolution �L is computed from the vertex �t and IP posi-

tion measurement errors. The relative boost residual ��=� is parameterized as

a function of the lepton + D vertex total track energy, with parameters extracted

from the MC simulation. Similarly, the e�ciency "(t) is parameterized using the

MC simulation. All parameterizations are performed separately for each b-hadron

type.

3.5.2 Vertex Charge Dipole Analysis

The Charge Dipole analysis aims at reconstructing the B and D vertex topologies

in inclusive decays and tags the B0
s or B0

s decay avor based on the charge dif-

ference between the B and D vertices. This analysis technique is unique to SLD.

Hemispheres containing an inclusive topological vertex with MPT > 2 GeV/c2 are

selected and the total vertex track charge Q is required to be 0. To select decays



with non-negligible separation between the B and D decay points, the probability

for �tting all tracks to a single vertex is required to be less than 1%. The tracks are

then rearranged into various two-vertex combinations and the combination with

the lowest overall �2 is selected. The vertex that is closer to the IP is labelled

\B" and that further away is labelled \D."

A \Charge Dipole" is de�ned as �Q � DBD � SIGN(QD �QB), where DBD

is the distance between the two vertices and QB (QD) is the charge of the B (D)

vertex. Positive (negative) values of �Q tag B0
s (B0

s) decays and the correct tag

probability increases with increasing j�Qj.
For all data and MC events, hemispheres already containing a vertex selected

by the lepton+D analysis are removed such that the two analyses are statistically

uncorrelated. A total of 5719 decays remain in the dipole sample. Figure 15

displays the distribution of charge dipole �Q for the data sample and also indicates

the separation between b hadrons containing b or �b quarks in the MC.
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Fig. 15. Distribution of the vertex charge dipole for data (points) and Monte Carlo

(solid histogram). Also shown are the contributions from b hadrons containing a

b quark (dotted histogram) or a �b quark (dashed histogram).



3.5.3 Amplitude Fit

The study of the time dependence of B0
s{B

0
s mixing is carried out using the am-

plitude method described in ref.22 Instead of �tting for �ms directly, the analysis

is performed at �xed values of �ms and a likelihood �t to the amplitude A of the

oscillation is performed, i.e. in the expression for the mixed and unmixed probabil-

ities, one replaces [1� cos(�mst)] with [1� A cos(�mst)]. This method is similar

to Fourier transform analysis and has the advantage of facilitating the combination

of results from di�erent analysis techniques and di�erent experiments.
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Fig. 16. Measured amplitude as a function of �ms the combined analyses.

The lepton+D and Charge Dipole analyses are combined taking into account

correlated systematic errors. Figure 16 shows the measured amplitude as a func-

tion of �ms for the combination. The measured values are consistent with A = 0

for the whole range of �ms up to 15 ps�1 and no evidence is found for a pre-

ferred value of the mixing frequency. The following ranges of B0
s{B

0
s oscillation

frequencies are excluded at 95% C.L.: �ms < 1:7 ps�1 and 3:3 < �ms < 5:0 ps�1,



i.e., the condition A + 1:645 �A < 1 is satis�ed for those values. The combined

sensitivity to set a 95% C.L. lower limit is found to be at a �ms value of 4.2 ps
�1.

It is worth noting that the overall sensitivity is expected to improve rapidly

as the rest of the 1998 data and more analysis techniques are added.

4 Summary and Conclusions

The unique features of SLD and SLC have helped produce world best or com-

petitive results in B physics and QCD. Most of the QCD results are yet to be

updated using the 1996-98 data with the upgraded vertex detector. It is the

avour tagging abilities at SLD that have resulted in competitive studies of the

avour independence of �s, the structure of bbg events and a measurement of the

B hadron energy. By utilizing particle identi�cation and the e� beam polarisation

new tests of fragmentation models have been performed.

The precise vertexing has been most bene�cial in the studies of B physics.

The worlds best measurement of the lifetime ratio of the B+ and B0 has been

made and unique analysis of charmless and double-charm B decays has been

possible. A competitive limit for Bs oscillations already exists and will improve

with updated tagging techniques. In particular with more data from the proposed

SLD run extension a strong constraint on the CKM unitarity triangle will be made,

complimentary to the results from the B-factories.
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